Senior Java Developer

THE COMPANY
SynEdge is building the next generation of content delivery that accelerates and scales websites, mobile
apps and online video/audio by optimising, securing and moving the content closer to the end-user.
The CDN market is exciting, hyper scale and extremely fast growing. In 2015 CDN’s are making up 60% of all
internet trafﬁc globally and that percentage is still growing year-over-year.
We’re creating a faster, more secure and more reliable internet.

THE POSITION
SynEdge is looking for a Senior Developer to join our rapidly growing team. As a team we are building a
web service for our customers to conﬁgure the CDN and to look into performance metrics of our system
and at the same time we build the highly scalable processing of log entries from our edge nodes. Our goal
is to process 1000+ lines per second and provide near real time statistics through the web service API. We
need someone who has experience with large scale applications, processing big amounts of data from
multiple platforms. Every developer works on all aspects of the platform, from design and architecture to the
implementation.
This position is for the Eindhoven ofﬁce, located in the center of Eindhoven right next to the train station.

RESPONSIBILITIES
-Together with operations, design and implement SynEdge’s data gathering and storage systems
-Code in Scala, Groovy or Java, building a microservices architecture
-Design, build and improve SynEdge’s internal and customer dashboards
-Work on internal tooling for troubleshooting
-Constantly improving and monitoring the performance and health of the platform
-Mentoring and training of the development team as it grows
-Troubleshoot and resolve complex issues within speciﬁc service level agreements
-Create and deﬁne server requirements for new products, including technical documentation
EXPERIENCE
-5+ years of experience in JVM based applications
-5+ years of operational experience designing and implementing large scale web platforms
-Experience in the usage of open source frameworks
-Experience with Spark or Hadoop is a pre
-Basic understanding of Linux / Unix based systems
-Good understanding or current methodologies in high performance operations and large-scale operations
-Experience with continues integration and continues delivery
-Comfortable with reading and/or writing Python and/or Perl scripts
-Experience with big-data platforms like Hadoop is a plus
-Valid driving license
-Valid EU working permit
-Fluent in spoken and written (business) English

Senior Java Developer

THE ATTITUDE
-Highly responsible, self-motivated, and able to work with minimal supervision
-Strong communicator
-No 9-to-5 mentality, thriving in a high growth entrepreneurial environment
WHAT WE OFFER
-Competitive salary
-Choice in workstation (MacBook Pro or Dell Latitude) with multiple 25”+ high-resolution screens
-Work in a highly motivated, fast growing international team of industry experts
-Work on massive scale web infrastructure distributed across the globe
-Free lunch
-Fexible holiday options

